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Caving Calendar
October 3

Grotto meeting. 7:30 p.m. World War Memorial. Program to be Slide Show Bob
on recent caving events (see below).

October 5

Grotto Trip. Bryants Cave, Leader Dave Haun.

October 8

Open Library night at Bob Vandeventer’s home, 525 Lawndrive Drive,
Greenwood. 317-888-4501.

October 10–13

36th annual TAG Fall Cave-In. Registration is open on line at http://tagfallcavein.org. Discount for registering before September first. Information from
Patty Springer at 423-619-2041 or pitpatty@att.net.

October 26

CIG Halloween party, 7:30 until it’s over. Val and Greg McNamara’s, home, 387
Glenbrook Lane, Avon. 317-224-6285. Costumes encouraged.

November 4–8

2013 National Cave and Karst Managemet Symposium at Carlsbad, New Mexico.
Information and registration at http://nckmas2013.business catalyst.com/

November 6

Grotto Meeting. 7:30 p.m. World War Memorial. Program to be Ron Adams on
the TAG Fall Cave-In (see below).

November 12

Open Library night at Bob Vandeventer’s home, 525 Lawndrive Drive,
Greenwood. 317-888-4501.

November 9

Grotto Trip. Salts Cave, Leader Dave Haun.

December 4

Grotto Meeting. 7:30 p.m. World War Memorial. Program to be The Year 2013
In Review–Caves and Caving Across Nine
Caving Calendar . . . . . .  103
Different Time Zones by Dean Wiseman (see
Short News and Notes 103
below)

December 7

Grotto Trip. Eversole Cave and Coon Cave, Leaders Bill Greenwald and Dave Haun.

December 10

Open Library night at Bob Vandeventer’s home,
525 Lawndrive Drive,
Greenwood. 317-888-4501.

January 4, 2014

Grotto Trip. Vertical Training, Leader Bill
Greenwald.

July 14– 18, 2014

NSS National Convention, Huntsville, Alabama.

Kentucky Caving  . . . . .  104
Tennessee TAG Trip  . .  106
CIG’s History . . . . . . . .  109
Safety Coordinator  . . .  111
SpeleoLog . . . . . . . . . . . .  112
What’s in the Pack . . . .  114

Short News and Notes
This Month’s Cover.

The borehole passage in B&O Cave, Kentucky,
from Chris Bell’s story beginning on page 104.

October Meeting Program.

Bob Vandeventer will present a review of two
caving events from summer, 2013, Indiana Cave
Capers held at the Crawford County Fairgrounds
in June, 2013, and the NSS National Convention
held in Shippensburg, Pennsylvania, in August,
2013.

November Meeting Program.

Ron Adams will present a wrap up of the TAG

October, 2013

Fall Cave-In, an event hosted by the Dogwood
City Grotto in Atlanta, Georgia, and held in early
October, 2013, at Pigeon Mountain in northwest
Georgia featuring some of the finest vertical caving
in the U.S.

December Meeting Program

I was fortunate enough this year to have the
opportunity to see and visit caves ranging from the
Acropolis, in Athens, Greece, to the granitic caves
and chambers in Yosemite National Park. It was
an epic year, and I’ll share photos and experiences
from these places (and a bunch in between).
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Kentucky Caving: Round Two
B&O Cave, Breckinridge County, Kentucky
Story and photos by Chris Bell

O

n June 2, 2013, Jenna Fessel-Bell, Todd up the newly constructed driveway. Billy again met
Webb, Brian Welp, Bob Jackson, and I, got us up by the house and continued to tell us where
permission to visit a very nice Kentucky cave in to go. We abruptly stopped at one point and Billy
north central Kentucky, near the small dot-on- was hollering and carrying on about how someone
the-map town of Big Springs, in Breckenridge had run over and destroyed his clay skeet. Glad it
County. The cave is on private land and I had to wasn’t us! For a seven year old, he was irate!
We made our way through the grown up
go through one of my newest Kentucky contacts,
Glenn Driskill again. It was recently gated by the fields, driving down mowed paths. We finally got
Kentucky Department of Fish and Wildlife to help to our parking spot and the cave was only a couple
protect the endangered bats that use the cave in the of hundred feet away. Billy caught up with us on
winter. So June was a good time to go visit, B&O his bike and continued to entertain us with his
colorful and somewhat exaggerated stories. He
Cave.
The drive to the cave was interesting, We first told us how he push mowed all the paths we could
met at Glenn’s house again, visiting with him in his see and had been driving on, and how he has been
wood shop. We admired some of the large bowls push mowing them since he was three years old.
Then we learned all about his bike he was on
he had been polishing up and other smaller wood
pieces he had recently created. He is very talented and how he’s been at least 60 mph in the woods,
in wood working and his passion shows with the and hit 80 mph on the gravel road we came in
painstaking detail he puts into making these wood on. I asked him how he slowed down when going
that fast, and he said, “Well, I ain’t got no brakes,
pieces.
Of course, I did some more poking and so I just throw my foot up on my back tire to slow
prodding for more local cave information, and it down.” I asked him, “Are you sure you got to 60
paid off. I have another trip planned in the future. mph in the woods?” And his reply was, “Well …
Anyway, we got the information and we were off maybe not 60, but at least 55 mph.”
But we did feel safe with him. He told us how
to visit B&O Cave. We traveled down winding,
curving roads to smaller winding, curving roads, his neighbor had a deer stand back there at one
to eventually turn onto a winding, curving gravel time and how that guy had been busted for meth,
road. We were on this
road for about 3 miles
until we finally reached
the landowners house.
The only house on the
road.
We pulled in and
were soon greeted by
the owners’ young boy,
Billy. Little did any
of us know that Billy
would have a profound
impact on this trip to
make it “one of the best
cave trips ever.”
Billy informed me
that this driveway was
too rough and “lots of
people pop their tires
here.” So we went back
Todd, Jenna, and Bob in the borehole.
down the road and went
Page 104
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his .410 Shotgun. I
imagined him carrying
a shotgun as big as him,
and shooting snakes
and what a scene that
would be! We had
several more colorful
conversations
with
Billy before we entered
the cave.
After another deep
conversation
about
men and women, Billy
got spooked by Jenna
being a female, and
yelled, “I’m getting’
out of here!” but not
before saying “bye”
to everyone and then
saying “bye Grandpa!”
to Bob Jackson. We all
Jenna and some of the gypsum flowers.
just chuckled.
Finally, we were able to enter the cave. B&O
and if we saw his stand, “To let him know and he’ll
go cut it down.” “I’ve ran him off before, I’ll do it Cave was moving some tremendous air that day,
blowing the plants around the entrance, bending
again! I’ll go get my shotgun!” Billy said.
As we were getting ready for the trip, Jenna was them over. I went in first with the key and spent
spraying on some bug spray when Billy chimed in some time trying to get in. After about 5 minutes,
again. “Bugs don’t bother me!” he said confidently. we were in. The cave starts out as crawling, and
Jenna replied, “Well I hate ticks, so I’m going to use once through the gate there is a short climbdown
in breakdown. From there we made our way into
the spray.”
Billy then came back with, “Ticks?! They don’t the first “room” which was littered with breakdown
bother me … well, except for when they get on blocks. After one more short crawl, we were in
my nuts.” “I had one
get on my nuts, and
then it got infected.” It
must have been a bad
infection, because Billy
never cracked a smile
once during that story.
Of course, we were all
laughing and having
a good time. Billy was
serious though.
We started our
walk down the path
to the cave and Billy
informed us that we
needed to watch out for
rattlesnakes. “I’ve killed
several
rattlesnakes
here, just one a day or
so ago!” He has seen
a bunch around there
More gypsum flowers in B&O Cave.
and killed several with
October, 2013
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The abundant gypsum formations.

the main borehole section of B&O Cave. It was
beautiful, classic, dry Kentucky borehole. At first
there were big blocks of breakdown, but the farther
into the cave we went, the less breakdown there
was. At one point, the passage was 20 to 25 feet
tall and 30 to 40 feet wide. It was some of the most
impressive borehole I have ever seen in a north
central Kentucky cave.
The best was yet to come though. Farther into
the cave, gypsum was becoming more evident. It
started out as flakes on the walls; even farther in
it was powder all over the floors and breakdown;
even farther it became large gypsum blooms and
flowers. And they were abundant. Everywhere
we looked there were fascinating displays of
gypsum. Big flower-like blooms here, and strands
of gypsum that looked like they were squeezed

from the rock there.
It was amazing! Even
farther in, there was a
“large”, perhaps 2- to
3-foot-long, gypsum
chandelier. The cave
eventually ended in a
large breakdown slope
perhaps 2,500 to 3,000
feet from the entrance.
Wow, what a cave! We
spent several hours in
the cave just admiring
all the beauty it had to
offer and taking many
photos. It was such an
amazing little cave that
has defiantly earned
the rights as a north

central Kentucky classic.
After making our way back to the entrance and
taking even more photos along the route, we finally
made our way out of the cave and back to the
vehicles. Billy was nowhere to be found. He must
have been out slaying rattlesnakes or push mowing
acres, upon acres, of fields.
Either way, it was a fantastic cave trip to an
awesome cave and I can’t wait to go back. Although
I don’t know which was better: the back-woods
county boy and his amazing adventures, or the
beautiful cave we had just encountered. Either or,
it made for a great caving trip.
We ended our day with our usual Kentucky
stop at Jail House Pizza in Brandenburg, Kentucky.
And just like the last time: good food, good friends,
a great cave, and great entertainment.


Tennessee TAG trip – July 26 to 28, 2013

F

By Joe Kinder

riday July 26th around 2:30 p.m. Bart Bridge
drove to my house to load up my truck with his
gear for us to head south. We were to meet Dave
Stahl in Columbus at the Wal-Mart just off of
I-65 around 4:00 p.m. Once we were able to meet
Dave and get his gear into the truck we were off
to Tennessee to stay at Marion Smith and Sharon
Jones’ home near Rock Island. We did stop along
the way and ate at a Mexican restaurant near Cave
City, Kentucky. Once we left there we made good
time down to Marion’s house and arrived around
9:30 or 10:00. Parked in Marion’s drive when we
arrived was Anne Elmore who was planning to meet
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Bart and me to give us some rope. We purchased
a 1,200-foot spool from her and then we started
to share some beverages and good conversation.
Everyone was ready for bed around midnight or
thereafter except for Anne and me, we were up till
2:00 drinking and laughing, she is fun.
Bart, Dave , and I were up by 8:00 a.m. so we
got our gear together and stopped by a local diner
for breakfast. From there Dave took us to Bo Allen
Pit, which is a 155-foot, open-air pit that is very
beautiful with wonderful formations throughout
the length of the pit. The entrance is a little tight
for a guy my size but I was able to maneuver myself
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Sockeye Green Pit

in and out. Once we all finished climbing out and
coiled the rope, we worked our way back up to the
truck and started off to the next pit.
First we stopped and picked up Sharon Jones.
She expressed interest in going to the next pit that
I wanted to see, Sockeye Green Pit. None of us had
been to this pit. Jeff Cody had given me directions
and GPS points for the pit and mentioned that it
was a nice open-air pit that was decorative. Once
we arrived to the parking spot, we walked down
the highway to the point where the GPS said to
go up the mountain. We entered the woods and
were surprised at how quickly we came to the pit.
The entrance was probably 10 feet in diameter and
was surrounded by some sort of cane plant that
resemble bamboo. We all descended the 89-foot
pit and started looking around. Once you work
your way down the pit there is a fixed rope up a
tight climb that gave Dave and Sharon some issues.
They mentioned that it may be too tight for me to
fit, Bart went ahead up and barely fit, so I decided
to get some entrance photos while they checked
out the formation room. Once we all had a good
look at the pit we worked our way to the surface
and de-rigged.
After Sockeye Green Pit we ran Sharon back
home and then I decided to take Dave and Bart to
Cumberland Chasm and Rope Eater Pits, which
neither of them had been to. We stopped by
Cumberland Caverns so I could check in with some
of the folks I know there and then left to head to
where the pit is. Once to the parking area, the three
of us started up the mountain; it is a nice little TAG
death march. We reached Cumberland Chasm first
October, 2013

and started to enter
the cave to rig the first
drop. I had a 350-foot
rope and you can rig
to a tree outside the pit
and bring the rope in to
go down the first drop,
which is a tight 15-foot
crack. We all made it
down there and then I
rigged into two bolts in
the wall about 15 feet
back from the lip. The
pit drops roughly 142
feet. The last time I was
here I was by myself;
Jeff Cody was at the
entrance if I had any
issues, but also the lip is
in this V, and it is pretty
tough to get up and over the lip when you climb
out. I mentioned this to Bart and Dave and told
them that it wasn’t too bad to get over the lip, or at
least that is what I remembered. We all made it to
the bottom and it is an amazing cave at the bottom
of this pit. A wonderful waterfall drops more than
likely over a 100 feet. It reminded me of South
Pittsburgh Pit only it seemed to bend around
corners and has super tall ceiling height (over 100
feet) and is maybe 40 to 50 feet wide. We checked
out the cave for a bit and then decided to head out
if we were going to try to also see Rope Eater Pit.
Bart was pretty much geared up first so he headed
up the pit and made it to the lip in pretty good
time, but as the minutes went by I knew he was
struggling with that lip. I kept encouraging him
with what to do or what to try, Bart remained calm,
but it was just a rough lip to negotiate. Bart finally
made it over the lip after 15 minutes and gave us
our off rope. I asked him to reposition the rope if at
all possible to make it easier for Dave and me. Bart
did just that and Dave started up. Dave also made
good time and encountered the lip where Bart had
redirected it. It was extremely undercut and Dave
needed a foot loop to step into to get over the lip.
He managed to do that and then it was my turn.
I made good time up to the lip and struggled for
a few minutes but was able to get over the lip. We
then made our way up the second climb and out
of the cave. We were all pretty pooped by then
and it had just turned dark, roughly 9:00 p.m. We
decided to get our gear together and head for the
truck to head back to Marion’s. We did get turned
around up in the woods and thankfully we were
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able to retrace our steps
with my GPS and
made it back down to
the truck. We got to
Marion’s and were able
to enjoy a few beers
while Bart cooked
some pork chops on
the grill which was
amazing and we all
pretty much passed out
by midnight.
Sunday morning we
were up fairly early and
Bart made breakfast
for us while I cleaned
up and organized the
truck. We had a great
breakfast and then
packed the remainder of our things into the car and
said our goodbyes to Marion and Sharon after the
great hospitality on their part. It was also great to
be staying with a caving legend: great stories and
great company. We then left Marion’s enroute to
Viola, Tennessee, to see Conley Hole. Conley Hole
is one of my favorite pit caves in TAG. I had been
there on previous occasions, but I had never had
a chance to take Bart and I had not had a chance
to try out my new fisheye lens in there, so I was
hoping to get some good photos. We made it to
the parking area and caught the homeowner as he
was leaving. He’s super friendly and said he has had
no problems with cavers and to enjoy ourselves.
We then prepared our things and worked our way
across the field to the base of the mountain. Now I

Conley Hole.
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The Conley Hole Entrance.

know that there are probably worse hikes in TAG,
but the hike to the entrance of Conley Hole is no
joke. Eventually we made it up to the pit and were
glad to be able to take a break before we rigged and
started in. After a few minutes of rest, we rigged the
pit and each of us dropped in. It did not disappoint
any of us: such an amazing open-air pit into a
humongous room. We spent the better part of an
hour in the cave, looking around and taking some
photos. I was pleased with what photos I took and
we then started our way out of the cave. I went last
and coming out of the entrance I was greeted by
two ladies who were horseback riding up in the
mountains and were talking to Dave and Bart. We
jokingly tried to convince them to take our rope
down the mountain for us, but we had to take it
ourselves. After the long
hike back to the truck,
Bart and I drank a few
victory beers and the
three of us looked back
on our weekend and
were happy with what
we had accomplished
and what we had seen
while in Tennessee.
We drove back up to
Indiana and said our
goodbyes until the next
time. We all agreed that
this was an amazing
weekend and we all
enjoyed the wonderful
pit caves that we visited
during this trip.
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CIG’s History and Evolution to 2014
By Bill Greenwald

T

o get the history part down we need to look
at this year’s June CIG Newsletter, Volume 57,
Number 5, pages 49–51. It has the 60-year history
listed of the CIG-sponsored Indiana Cave Capers.
CIG got its start one year after Indiana Cave
Capers. So, in 2014, the Central Indiana Grotto
will be 60 years old.

The 59-Year History of
CIG’s Chairmen
1st 1955
2nd 1956
3rd 1957
4th 1958
5th 1959
6th 1960
7th 1961
8th 1962
9th 1963
10th 1964
11th 1965
12th 1966
13th 1967
14th 1968
15th 1969
16th 1970
17th 1971
18th 1972
19th 1973
20th 1974
21th 1975
22th 1976
23th 1977
24th 1978
25th 1979
26th 1980
27th 1981
28th 1982
29th 1983
30th 1984
31st 1985
32nd 1986
33rd 1987
34th 1988
35th 1989
36th 1990
37th 1991
38th 1992
October, 2013

Porter E. Ward
Thurman Ridlen
Ruben J. Vig
Authur Davis
Gary Brandenburg
Larry Fisher
Tom Rea
Tom Rea
Pat Humphery
Tom Rea
Bob Hosley
Bill Tozer
Tom Rea
Keith Akers
Sam Frushour
Larry Reece
John Horton
Sam Frushour
Jim Craig
John Hartman
Ray Beam
Bill Waymire
Bill Tozer
Mike Gumm
Lynn Miller
Lynn Miller
Lynn Miller
Dean Myer
Dean Myer
Jane Miller
Lynn Miller
Dave E. Haun
Dave E. Haun
Scott Fee
Bob Vandeventer
Kevin Bruno
Scott Fee
Scott Fee

39th 1993
40th 1994
41st 1995
42nd 1996
43rd 1997
44th 1998
45th 1999
46th 2000
47th 2001
48th 2002
49th 2003
50th 2004
51st 2005
52nd 2006
53th 2007
54th 2008
55th 2009
56th 2010
57th 2011
58th 2012
59th 2013

Dave E. Haun
Dave E. Haun
Bill Greenwald
Bill Greenwald
Joe Olyphant
Joe Olyphant
Dave E Haun
Dave E Haun
Eric Higbie
Eric Higbie
Ron Adams
Ron Adams
Eric Higbie
Eric Higbie
Ron Adams
Ron Adams
Ron Adams
Ron Adams
Dean Wiseman
Dean Wiseman
Dean Wiseman

An important era of the grotto’s history will
end this year as Tom Rea has announced his plans
to retire from editing the CIG Newsletter. For
45 of the 59 years Tom Rea has been the Editor
or Publisher of CIG’s monthly newsletter. The
newsletter, of course, is the historical record of all
those years. From the complete list of grotto officers
to the cave trips and maps, to articles written on
important issues, and even the humor and the
memorials of those that have passed on. Without a
published newsletter all of this material will be lost
in the future.
There was something good about getting the
newsletter in the mail every month a few days
before the grotto meeting. You would think the
cost of printing and mailing would be the main
reason for a newsletter to reach its end, however
the bigger problem appears to be getting members
to contribute enough material. It appears the
computer age, smart phones, and the attention
span of the new generation has a lot of people
preferring to post a quick message and a picture
on one of the social media sites instead of sending
material to the editor for publishing.
To get the evolution part down we need to take
a quick look at a PBS documentary that describes
America’s Five Living Generations. Since a lot of
the problems faced by one generation are directly
Central Indiana Grotto
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connect to the previous generation.
GI GENERATION_Born 1901–1926
(The real old cavers who won’t sell their carbide
lamps)
SILENT GENERATION_Born 1927–1945
(The old cavers who are thinking about selling
their carbide lamps)
BOOMER GENERATION_Born 1946–
1964
(The middle-age cavers who want to buy a
carbide lamp to put in their display case)
X GENERATION_Born 1965–1981
(The younger cavers who have seen carbide
lamps but are not sure where to put the batteries)
Y GENERATION_1982–1994 (and still
coming) These are your kids and all they want to
know is how to transform a carbide lamp into a
robot.
To simplify the discussion, we can say the
older generations have been trying to understand
what can be referred to as the new generation. In
the PBS documentary they say the new generation
has excellent “Idea leaders” but they are not good
“people leaders.” In our local and national caving
organizations, when it comes to caving and cave
conservation, I think the current leadership does
care very much, but the focus has shifted from
being team players to what’s important to them.
Something that is very important for grotto
leaders to understand about history is it tends to
repeat itself. There is a good reason for limiting the
term of grotto officers and it is not just to prevent
burnout.
it’s to prevent what is called an appointed or
elected monarchy. In an appointed or elected
monarchy, monarchs are elected or appointed by
some body for life or for a defined period. There is
no popular vote involved in appointed or elected
monarchies, as the elective body usually consists of
a small number of eligible people.
This is occurring in a lot of the grottos today
not just CIG. It is when one or more people
continue to take the leadership role year after year
and start to make decisions without including the
membership. Years ago, when the bylaws where
being drafted, there were quite a number of lawyer
types whowould quote you article and paragraph
if you didn’t follow the rules. I suspect that the
lawyer types finally gave up and the small number
of members are left to just sit on the fence waiting
to see what’s next.
You can easily recognize this form of leadership
as there is no mentoring or slating of new candidates
for important positions. The elections turn into a
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simple reappointment. They jokingly say it’s a lot
easier to just appoint people or a new person who
happens to volunteer to fill a spot. The down side of
the monarchy is the leaders have gotten themselves
trapped in the position. The only way out for them
is to get angry enough to quit or for someone
stronger to come along and take the position away
from them. The evolution we are talking about
then turns into what is called a revolution.
Of course they are right, it is a lot easier
to appoint people. Mentoring or slating new
candidates takes a lot of time and preplanning,
not to mention the time it takes to actually hold
elections with multiple candidates. Of course the
bylaws get ignored in an effort to fill the positions
for the coming year. Some folks will even say
the bylaws are simply obsolete and not needed
anymore. They also tend to take the folks that do
a lot of the behind the scene work for granted.
Again, I think the leadership does care very much,
but that is what has them trapped. After a few years
of this form of leadership the volunteer folks stop
volunteering, especially the good ones. So combine
that with the loss of the monthly newsletter, a slow
economy, higher prices, WNS closures, and you
wind up with a depressed environment, where no
one volunteers anymore and the membership just
fades away.
So what can be done to help make CIG’s
Evolution to 2014 better?
First, the current CIG e-board and active
membership can take some steps to get the older
generation out of their rocking chairs and the
current active members off the fence by creating a
Senior Counsel whose main focus would be to take
charge, not just to run the December Election for
the board, but to mentor and slate new candidates
for grotto offices. They could also be helpful in
suggesting candidates to the board to replace any
office position that becomes vacant or inactive
during the year and to make sure staff members
and volunteers are not only recognized but are
rewarded for their efforts and years of service. The
list of eligible Senior Counsel members is listed at
the beginning of this article. At least ten of them
are still active in the grotto.
Second, The current CIG e-board and active
membership should take a good look at the grotto’s
Constitution and Bylaws. It is on the CIG Web
site if you don’t have a copy. Article-I of the Bylaws
titled
“Election of Officers” can be revised to include
the creation of a Senior Counsel. Also resurrecting
James Majdak’s detailed revisions he proposed
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to the e-board at the end of 2012, especially
those under Article-II D Treasurer’s Duties that
include making detailed reports available to the
membership in the newsletter.
Third, There is a new CIG Web site in the
works put together by Charlie Vetters that promises
to give the grotto a new face for 2014. Of course
this could also include some form of electronic
newsletter. Of course, electronic newsletters are
ephemeral and will not preserve history for the
next 60 years unless they are religously printed out
and archived.

Fourth, You all have a choice to just ignore
this article. The older generation can retire to
their rocking chairs and the newer generation can
continue to sit on the fence. Also, please sit down
in your favorite chair and read this newsletter
without the aid of any electronic devices. Perhaps
this article might even motivate you to create your
own evolution to 2014 to send to Tom Rea along
with a big thank you for his 45 years of service.
He still has another newsletter or two to fill with
articles before he retires.


CIG will be looking for new
Safety Coordinator in 2014
By Bill Greenwald

B

ill Greenwald, who has been the grotto’s
Safety Coordinator for the last six years will be
stepping down at the end of this year. He will be
turning 70 in 2014 and feels it is time for someone
else to take the position. Bill is willing to help as
much as needed but feels someone younger needs
to take charge.
The three main duties of the grotto’s Safety
Coordinator are to maintain Dean’s List; handle
grotto request from outing clubs, church groups,
and Boy Scout groups to go caving; and to
encourage members and their friends to participate
in a couple of informal vertical workshops each
year as well as any cave rescue training programs
that are offered locally.
Dean’s List is the grotto’s rescue call out listing
and it is updated three times a year in January,
March, and September. The January updates
normally list any newly elected grotto offices for
the coming year since they are the primary names
at the top of the list.
The grotto averages two to four requests from
outing clubs, church groups, and Boy Scout groups
each year. The safety Coordinator needs to have
enough extra gear to help these beginner groups
and most importantly the patience and knowledge
to set up introductory programs and safe cave trips.
The January vertical workshop has become a
pretty popular event as it offers Indiana cavers a
chance to get on rope, get the bugs worked out of
their climbing systems, and try out any new gear
they may have gotten for Christmas. It also is an
opportunity for beginners to informally learn and
rub elbows with the more experienced cavers. The
second vertical workshop for cavers to get on rope
October, 2013

is normally at the grotto’s fall picnic or provided on
an individual basis.
To be the grotto’s safety coordinator you
should be recognized as an experienced caver with
a number of years of both horizontal and vertical
experience. You should also have enough gear
to put on beginner caving programs and vertical
workshops and, most importantly, the patience and
knowledge to help beginners learn the right way
and be persuasive enough to encourage the more
experienced cavers to abandon old gear and bad
habits and become safer cavers. The grotto’s safety
coordinator should also be reliable and persistent
enough to keep Dean’s List going year after year
and to maintain the memory of Dean Myer, who
was an enthusiastic Safety Coordinator before his
untimely death in an automobile accident.
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SpeleoLog
compiled by Bill Greenwald
from the September Grotto meeting.

Date> August, 2013
Cave> Buckner and Binkley Caves
Location> Bloomington and Corydon, Indiana
By> Joe Kinder
Comments> My son at Buckner and Dave Everton and the Gang at Binkley
Date> August 10, 2013
Cave> Binkley Cave
Location> Harrison County, Indiana
By> Brad Barcom, Jesse Houser, Tim McLain,
Tim Pride, Laura Young
Date> August 10, 3013
Cave> Binkley Cave
Location> Corydon, Indiana
By> 15 members of the Louisville Grotto and
Dave Everton
Comments> tourist/introductory trip in main
entrance
Date> August 10, 2013
Cave> Binkley Cave in Miller entrance
Location> Corydon, Indiana
By> Dave Everton
Comments> did some passage improvement
while waiting for survey teams to exit cave
Date> August 17, 2013
Cave> Binkley Cave in Miller entrance
Location> Corydon, Indiana
By> Tim McLain, Laura Young, Rand Heazlitt,
Aaron Valandra, Tim Pride, Shane Myles, Pat
Burns, and Dave Everton
Comments> surveyed 2,255 feet!

the Carmel, Indiana, Home School Outing Group
into the walking stream cave.
Date> August 30, 2013
Cave> Binkley in Miller entrance
Location> Corydon, Indiana
By> Jesse Houser, Joe Kinder, Laura Young, Nick
Benton, Tim Pride, Shane Myles, Tim McLain,
Pat Burns, and Dave Everton
Comments> passage improvement: trenching a
low section to create taller crawling
Comments> Miller entrance, 843.1 feet surveyed
in the Miller Lite passage
Date> August 31, 2013
Cave> Binkley Cave
Location> Harrison County, Indiana
By> Pat Burns, Jesse Houser, Joe Kinder, Tim
McLain, Shane Myles, Tim Pride, Laura Young
Comments> Passage improvement near the Miller
Entrance
Date> August 31, 2013
Cave> Big Mouth, Pryor, and Saltpeter Caves
Location> Pelham, Tennessee
By> Jeff Cody and Locals from area
Comments> Scouting out the area and ran into
locals on my way home from the Sewanne Mountain Grotto Cave Fest.


Date> August 24, 2013
Cave> Binkley Cave in Miller entrance
Location> Corydon, Indiana
By> Brad Barcom, Goni Iskali, Skylr Renfro,
Sarah??, Jonathan Annonson, Seth Gower, and
Dave Everton
Comments> recreational trip in main entrance,
and visited Sandy Road ( Jonathan and Seth went
to its end)
Date> August 24, 2013
Cave> Eversole Cave
Location> Mitchell,Indiana
By> Bill Greenwald and Charlie Vetters plus 25
kids and 12 adults
Comments> Did a Cave Intro Program and took
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Just before the funeral services, the undertaker came up to the very elderly widow and asked,
“How old was your husband?”
“98,” she replied. “Two years older than me.”
“So you’re 96,” the undertaker commented.
She responded, “Hardly worth going home, is it?”

Reporters interviewing a 104-year-old woman: “And what do you think is the best thing about
being 104?” the reporter asked.
She simply replied, “No peer pressure.”

The nice thing about being senile is You can hide your own Easter eggs.

I’ve sure gotten old! I’ve had two bypass surgeries, a hip replacement, new knees, fought prostate
cancer, and diabetes. I’m half blind, can’t hear anything quieter than a jet engine, take 40 different
medications that make me dizzy, winded, and subject to blackouts. Have bouts with dementia. Have
poor circulation. Hardly feel my hands and feet anymore. Can’t remember if I’m 85 or 92. Have lost
all my friends. But, thank God, I still have my driver’s license.

I feel like my body has gotten totally out of shape, So I got my doctor’s permission to join a fitness
club and start exercising. I decided to take an aerobics class for seniors. I bent, twisted, gyrated, jumped
up and down, and perspired for an hour. But, by the time I got my leotards on, The class was over.

My memory’s not as sharp as it used to be.
Also, my memory’s not as sharp as it used to be.

Know how to prevent sagging? Just eat till the wrinkles fill out.
It’s scary when you start making the same noises as your coffee maker.
These days, about half the stuff In my shopping cart says, “For fast relief.”

THE SENILITY PRAYER:
Grant me the senility to forget the people I never liked anyway,
The good fortune to run into the ones I do, and
The eyesight to tell the difference.
October, 2013
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1 2

Jesse

Houser

Let’s Peek Inside
Jesse Houser’s Pack!

Today we take a look into a typical pack Jesse might
take on a long wet Binkley Cave survey trip. Binkley
is a wet cave and when on long trips surveying, many
times while lying in water, what you take in your
pack needs to be specialized for the conditions.
Here Jesse tells us about his choice of pack.

Illustration from Swago

Swago Sink
From Swago $129

http://swaygogear.com

“I went on one hearty trip in Binkley Cave with an
OnRope1 cordura pack. Those packs are ne for dry
caving, but they become heavy and resist sliding
when exposed to water. The Swaygo is ideal for wet
caving. The fact that it oats is most helpful. The
strap design allows it to be easily tethered for
dragging or hanging. The large size (Sink) is the only
one practical for me. I recently had the stitching fail
on one of the closure loops, so I suggest adding
Aquaseal in that area as a preventative measure. It is
important to keep the thin closed-cell foam pieces
inside the pack to retard the formation of holes.
Eventually, holes will develop and can be repaired
eﬀectively with Aquaseal.”
Now let’s see...

What’s Inside The Pack!
-Charlie Vetters

Jesse talks about cold water protection
What Jesse wears: Camaro Supra Surfing Wetsuit 4/3/2mm
This full wetsuit is flexible for ease of movement and mostly prevents
hypothermia if I maintain some level of activity. I wear the wetsuit underneath
my Meander cave suit. I also wear Neosocks neoprene socks.
On trips in the Miller Entrance, some of us pack our wetsuit during the dry crawl,
don it prior to entering a wet passage, and fold the top down into our cave suit
for the dry exit crawl.
- Jesse Houser
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1 Vertical Kit - My preferred vertical kit for short 10 Space Blanket
pitches in Binkley. Choose a vertical system
appropriate for the situation and obtain the
required skills to use it safely. 1” tubular

2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

webbing tied harness with Petzl
Omni.(See Vertical by Al Warild or Alpine
Caving Techniques)
Petzl Am’D Carabiner
Sterling Rope ATS Decender
Petzl William Carabiner
Texas Climbing System - Using 6mm nylon
cord
15” Flat Prybar - Passage modication tool
Camaro Supra Surng Wetsuit 4/3/2mm
Balaclava
Trash Bag

11 2 -1L wide-mouth UDPE Nalgene
Bottles - I have experimented with exible
Nalgene canteens, but they develop leaks no
matter how carefully I treat them. UPDE
Nalgene bottles with slightly pliable sides are
the only ones that seem undestructable.

12 Electrolyte Replacement Pill - From
Hammer Nutrition
13 Kind Brand Bars - The current favorite
14 Pelican 1015 Micro Case
15 Bandana
16 Duct Tape
17 Batteries - 8 AA Sanyo Eneloop rechargeable
batteries, 2 Powerpax Storeacell Slimline AA
18 3rd Light Source - Princeton Tek Remix

Jesse Houser has been caving for almost two years. He
enjoys a variety of types of caving including tourist trips, pit
bouncing, leading beginners, and project caving. He has participated
in 11 Indiana Speleological Survey trips into Binkley Cave since
August 25, 2012. This is what he carries in his pack in Binkley Cave,
where typical trips are 8 or more hours with abundant mud and
water.
(Right) Jesse and his pack in action at Guys Cave, Jackson County, AL. Photo
credit: Alan Grosse.
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How to Call the Police When You’re Old,
and Don’t Move Fast Anymore.
George Phillips, an elderly man, from Meridian,
Mississippi, was going up to bed, when his wife told
him that he’d left the light on in the garden shed,
which she could see from the bedroom window.
George opened the back door to go turn off the
light, but saw that there were people in the shed
stealing things.
He phoned the police, who asked “Is someone
in your house?”
He said “No, but some people are breaking
into my garden shed and stealing from me.”
Then the police dispatcher said “All patrols are
busy. You should lock your doors and an officer will
be along when one is available.”
George said, “Okay.”
He hung up the phone and counted to 30.
Then he phoned the police again.

“Hello, I just called you a few seconds ago
because there were people stealing things from my
shed. Well, you don’t have to worry about them
now because I just shot and killed them both, the
dogs are eating them right now.” and he hung up.
Within five minutes, six police cars, a SWAT
Team, a helicopter, two fire trucks, a paramedic,
and an ambulance showed up at the Phillips’
residence, and caught the burglars red-handed.
One of the policemen said to George, “I
thought you said that you’d shot them.”
George said, “I thought you said there was
nobody available.”
(True story) I love it! Don’t mess with old
people.

CIG on the Web
Be sure to visit the grotto’s Web site at http://
www.cig.caves.org

CIG E-mail Information List

Members may sign up for the grotto message
board on the Web. This group is strictly limited
to members and is spam free. If you want to
participate, you have to sign up, membership is
not automatic. To subscribe, send a message to
cig-list-subscribe@yahoogroups.com Members
who would like to un-subscribe can send a
message to cig-list-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.
com.
If your e-mail address does not identify
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you by name you must also include a message
with your real name in your request to join.
Unidentified requests will be rejected in order
to limit the list to members. If you change your
e-mail address, remember to sign up again. If
your address bounces a number of times you will
be automatically dropped.
To see an archive of past messages and other
information about the list go to http://groups.
yahoo.com/group/cig-list/.
To post a message to the list, send it to ciglist@yahoogroups.com.

Find Us on Facebook
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